1. Drive screw into the arm about a quarter-inch below the cut-out, on the opposite side.

2. Line your first side up with the edge of the base. The slope should be facing forward and flush with the edge. Nail side down using holes in wood as guides for nails.

3. With the first side down, place both dowels in their holes. Slide the arm onto the bottom dowel with the cut-out facing up.

4. Line the second side up with the dowels and base. Nail that side down using the holes provided.

5. Place rubber band around the arm, below screw and cut-out. Pull rubber band over top dowel and wrap under bottom of the arm.

6. Place top part of the rubber band over the screw.

7. Hold base as you pull back arm. Place object (candy, quarters, marbles, etc.) in arm cut-out.

8. Release arm while holding base to launch your object.